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Next Week's Lecture

SocialHEISTing: Understanding Stolen Facebook Accounts 
Jeremiah Onaolapo et al. 

USENIX Security Symposium, August 2021


The paper considers what happens when social media 
accounts are hijacked… especially… 


What effects do account demographics have on how 
miscreants abuse accounts?



Today: 
1. How are user accounts hijacked?  

2. What does the underground marketplace 
for stolen credentials look like?



Primarily Based On… 

Data Breaches, Phishing, or Malware? 
Understanding the Risks of Stolen Credentials 

Kurt Thomas et al. 

ACM Computer and Comm. Security, Nov. 2017



How are accounts hijacked in practice?



How are accounts hijacked in practice?

Typically accounts are hijacked opportunistically en masse 

1. Data Breaches (Credential Dumps)

2. Phishing Attacks

3. Key Loggers (installed via malware)

4. Brute Force Guessing

5. Network Eavesdropping (Monster-in-the-Middle Attacks)
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How are accounts hijacked in practice?

Google looked at credentials that were leaked online in 2017 

1. Data Breaches: 1.9 billion credentials


2. Phishing Attacks: 12.4 million credentials 

3. Malware + Key Loggers: 788,000 credentials


Every week, miscreants collect more than 235K credentials 
from phishing attacks and 14.9K from key loggers

Data breaches, phishing, or malware? Understanding the risks of stolen credentials. Thomas et al.



How do leaked credentials affect Google accounts?

- 7% of third-party data breach victims

- 12% of malware + keylogger victims

- 25% of phishing victims


have their active Google password exposed



Credentials don't always equal account compromise

How likely are accounts to be compromised in practice?


- Phishing victims      are 400x more likely to be hijacked


- Keylogger victims   are 40x more likely


- Databreach victims are 10x more likely


But… 26% of American adults have been notified of a data 
breach and 30% of adults have had an account compromised 



Data Breaches and  
Credential Leaks



Credential Leaks occur when major companies are hacked 
and their user databases are stolen


Compromised many companies, including Yahoo, MySpace, 
LinkedIn, Adobe, and Dropbox


Sometimes raw passwords are stolen. Sometimes just 
password hashes


Initially sold on the black market, but often publicly surface 

Credential Leaks



F = one way function (known as a "cryptographic hash)


Company stores F(password). To check if a password is 
correct, they check if F(candidate) == stored hash.


Better than storing raw password, but still bad! Why? 

(Incorrect) Password Hashing



F = one way function (known as a "cryptographic hash")


Store: 
  n = rand()  
  F(password || n), n 

To check if password is correct, calculate:  
 

  F(candidate || n) == stored_hash

Also! Chose a very slow F() — use something that an attacker 
can't rapidly compute offline (e.g., Bcrypt or PBKDF2)

Salted Password Hashing



F = one way function (known as a "cryptographic hash 
function")


Company stores F(password). To check if a password is 
correct, they check if F(candidate) == stored hash.

Salted Password Hashing



Das et al.: 43% of 
passwords re-used

Wash et al.: 31% of 
users reuse passwords

Google: 36% of leaked 
passwords inverted

Why do leaks affect more than vulnerable site?



Credential Leaks



Phishing



Phishing Attack



Phishing Attack
9% of victims who visit a phishing site 
will submit some amount of personal 
information


Different study: depending on email, 
up to 5-8% of recipients will click on 
link in a well crafted phishing message


A third: 7% of visitors submit info that 
visit phishing site


Phishing sites are capable of 
capturing more than just raw 
username and password 



Phishing Infrastructure



Attacks are Frequent and Short Lived

Average phishing attack spans 21 hours between the first and 
last victim visit


Phishing sites are detected and start be blocked after 9 hours


40% of victims will visit sites after they've been detected 


Long tail distribution — Top 10% largest attacks in our 
accounted for 89.13% of targeted victims



Phishing Kits

Attackers sell “ready-to-deploy” packages for creating and 
configuring phishing content


Not just email — social media, direct message, SMS, WhatsApp


Forward stolen credentials to the operator in one of three ways: 
through SMTP to an email address controlled by the operator, 
via FTP, or by connecting to a remote database.



What Do Phishing Kits Collect?



Detection at Google

Commonly used phishing kits let Google uncover when stolen 
credentials are sent to a Gmail address — identifying 12M 
credentials sent to 19K drop locations over a one year period 
(likely a huge underestimate of total)


Phishing largely affecting victims in the U.S. and Europe — 
number is increasing as time goes on



Malware and  
Keyloggers



Popular Keyloggers — HawkEye and Predator Pain

Similar to Phishing Kits, attackers have created easy-to-deploy 
key logging software 


Around 40% of variants collect credit card information and 
8.8% of variants collect social security numbers


Google saw around 14,879 credentials per week from key 
loggers — but likely a huge underestimate 



Exploit as a Service

Today, host compromise is decoupled from host monetization


World has evolved into a pay-per-install model of malware 
distribution, where miscreants pay for compromised hosts via the 
underground economy


Typically machines are compromised via driveby downloads that 
target browser and plugin vulnerabilities (e.g., PDF viewers, 
Flash, and Java)



Torpig
In 2009, a team of researchers seized control of Torpig Botnet


Victims are infected through drive-by-download attacks



Torpig
Injects malicious 
Javascript into visited 
websites to steal 
credentials


Sends credentials to a 
central server



Torpig
Infected an estimated ~185K machines



E-Crime



Commoditization

Framing Dependencies Introduced by Underground Commoditization. Thomas et al.



How much do …  
cost?

Framing Dependencies Introduced by Underground Commoditization. Thomas et al.



Estimated Profit

Framing Dependencies Introduced by Underground Commoditization. Thomas et al.


